Patriot Outreach

®

“Victory Over Stress

For All Who Serve”

Patriot Outreach provides free confidential help for anger, stress, combat stress, TBI and even PTSD. By providing vital resources
and volunteer opportunities for personal transformation, Patriot Outreach creates life-changing capabilities for our Patriots and
their Families. With our Patriot Outreach program, PPP-Recovery, Patriots and their Families are empowered with the abilities to help
themselves, help animals, and help others through healing volunteer work. With a unique approach, PPP Recovery combines animal
rescue services, missing persons search and recovery, and tailored animal therapy programs. This combination has proven to be a
bonding vehicle and an effective means in helping those with stress learn to cope, survive and regenerate new constructive life skills.

PPP-RECOVERY

Ponies-Patriots-People (PPP) Recovery is a universal program, helping to bridge the gap. We rescue ponies (and large equine) and canine
from slaughter and abuse. Horses and dogs are then trained by Very Important People, our Patriots, and their Families. Both horses and dogs are
trained as therapy for patriots and in air-scent detection methods. All three are also trained for actual search and recovery missions.

VIP RANCH
A Place to
Belong

Where families
focus on helping to
save others by learning
how to save precious
animals, then training
to join the search
and recovery (SAR)
community.

SAVE
PONIES &
CANINE

TRAIN
HORSES &
DOGS

Thousands of horses
are slaughtered and
millions of dogs are
euthanized each year
because they seem NOT
to have a place to
belong. Help us save
as many as possible so
that they may take their
vital place in saving
Patriots and People.

Air-Scent Detection (ASD)
is one of many skills that
will be taught to horses
and canine, and we will
also be training some of
the animals to perform as
therapy companions of
Patriots. Animal ASD skills
go beyond SAR abilities in
detection abilities. Many of
the animals will be taught
to detect explosives, drugs,
human disease, PTSD, and
human remains utilizing
their natural abilities.

CREATE
TEAMS
From school to the
battlefield we have
learned strength is in
numbers. Individuals
are strengthened as
they prepare to teach
and contribute their skills
and abilities to a team
by leading and
instructing others.
SAR • Water Recovery •
Fire Safety

http://ppprecovery.org | info@ppprecovery.org

PERFORM
SEARCH &
RECOVERY
PPP-Recovery teams
respond to calls for
help all over the nation
at no cost to those
in need. There is no
greater sense of worth
than to save others.
There is no better way
to self heal.
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